Coaches and schools cannot be involved in out-of-season practices for athletes.
However, open gyms do not violate WIAA rules if they are conducted according to the
following guidelines:
1. The open gym is made known and available to all students in the designated
population of that school that is interested in attending. Open gyms may be gender
specific. It is also acceptable to include people from the community. Schools may
conduct "open gyms" in any activity. It is not acceptable to include athletes from
another school, public or nonpublic.
2. There is NO INSTRUCTION during the open gym by a coach or anyone else.
3. Coaches may supervise open gyms, but they may not instruct, organize drills, etc.
Coaches can also recreate with students in school sponsored, open gym settings
that are purely recreational in nature, i.e. there is no instruction by the coach or
anyone, sport skill demonstration, organized drills or resemblance of a practice
being conducted.
4. There is not organized competition, such as established teams participating in
round-robin competition, etc.
5. A member school is permitted to supervise conditioning programs under the open
gym provisions, which may include weight lifting, speed, agility, fitness. The
program must be limited to non-sport and non-sport-skill-specific instruction. Basic
"instruction" e.g. safe lifting, safe spotting, training regiment and rationale are
permitted. No sport implements and/or sport specific movement/drills should be part
of the open gym or weight room. These conditioning programs must be made
known and accessible to all interested students and must be voluntary.
Schools and coaches must clearly understand that the philosophy of the open gym is
that youngsters from that school may attend, for wholesome RECREATION, or for
purposes of improving their skill if they choose, but it's something they do on their own.
It would be a violation of WIAA rules to mandate attendance at open gyms, or to
provide incentives for athletes to attend open gyms, or to limit participation based on
athletic status, or to allow athletes form other schools to come and work out or compete
against your school's athletes.
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